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Abstract

As the number of processor cores increases, the efficiency of accessing shared variables through the lock-unlock method decreases. A NUMA-aware algorithm, which only considers the transmission delay between processors, may not fully utilize the connection network of a multi-core processor. This limits the scalability of a multi-core processor due to the large amount of low- and variable-cost data sharing between cores. The problem is that the reduction in communication cost cannot compensate for the increase in the time complexity of the spinlocks, and the farthest transmission distance becomes longer with more cores.

We propose a method called Routing on Network-on-chip (RON)1 to minimize the communication cost between cores by using a routing table and pre-calculating an optimized locking-unlocking order. RON delivers locks and data in a one-way circular manner among cores to (1) minimize global data movement cost and (2) achieve bounded waiting time. Microbenchmarks provide quantitative analysis, while multi-core benchmarks show performance under various workloads.

In terms of user space performance, RON improves the performance of Google LevelDB by 22.1% and 24.2% compared to ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, respectively. In the kernel space, RON is 1.8 times faster than using ShflLock for Google LevelDB. RON-plock solves the problem of oversubscription with constant space complexity and achieves 3.7 times and 18.9 times better performance than ShflLock-B and C-BO-MCS-B, respectively.

1 Introduction

This paper primarily focuses on addressing the lock-unlock problem under high contention. Despite the significant increase in the number of cores in a central processing unit (CPU), a fully shared cache memory system can limit the bandwidth of the cache memory, creating a performance bottleneck. To overcome this issue, CPUs can maintain private caches, and processors sharing these private caches are referred to as Cache Coherent Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA) processors (abbreviated as ccNUMA).

Spinlocks and atomic operations are provided to ensure the coherency of shared data in the cache, and programs access shared data in critical sections (CS) [5, 6]. However, minimizing data access latency is a crucial issue that can significantly impact CPU performance in accessing shared data in ccNUMA [12, 13]. This depends on the topology of the Network on Chip (NoC) and the movement of data between caches, which is triggered by tasks executing in the CPU.

When multiple tasks compete to enter a CS, granting the closest task to the one that just released the lock access can reduce data access latency. However, this can still be costly as core-to-core transmission latencies vary in a CPU [14]. Additionally, allowing the core with the shortest transmission latency to enter the CS may lead to adjacent cores having exclusive access, leading to poor throughput [41].

Inter-core communication limits multicore processor scalability [19, 20]. Transmission latency can be fixed or distance-dependent. While monolithic die processors such as Intel Xeon [2] exhibit similar inter-core communication latency, Multi-Chip-Module (MCM) processors like AMD EPYC [2] and Apple M1 Pro [2] use MCM technology to increase the number of cores on a processor affordably and at scale. Next-generation Intel Xeons also use MCM [3], but MCM processors may have varying transmission latency between and within chips.

NUMA-aware spinlocks [25–31] enable cores from the same “NUMA node” to enter the CS in batches. This approach is suitable for multi-core processors, such as AMD EPYC, that have different transmission latencies. We can minimize handover costs by dividing the cores in a multi-core processor into mini-nodes, such as the east and west parts shown in Figure 1, and using a NUMA-aware approach to schedule them. However, transferring locks between cores in a mini-node is not considered in these algorithms. A layered approach (e.g., cohort [25]) can address this, but using too many layers
(e.g., C-TKT-TKT-TKT) can make spinlocks complex and expensive. Modern processors have non-uniform computing power [47], where higher computing power implies a greater ability to acquire locks. Batch-based algorithms often set a “maximal batch size” periodically to prevent starvation and maintain fairness. However, reducing the batch size for fairness can decrease performance. Unfair lock allocation causes unbalanced resource distribution and reduces throughput, as discussed in Section 2.3.

The optimization principle for low-cost communication is similar to that of data routing in computer networks. Although computer networks can use complex algorithms to produce the best route, such methods are often too expensive for small CS in multi-core processors. Therefore, we pre-calculate the shortest circular route including all cores, and the spinlock algorithm generates a path of threads to enter the CS according to the pre-calculated route. The “one-way circular shortest routing” shortens the distance between cores, while the “shortest routing” produces a local optimal solution for handover cost. The “one-way” optimizes handover costs by transferring locks in the direction where more threads are waiting, and the “circular” approach limits the number of times a thread waits to enter the CS. Thus, we schedule tasks on the cores to enter CS in a “one-way circular shortest routing” manner to improve the performance and fairness.

This paper makes three main contributions. Firstly, we propose the simple yet effective concept of “one-way circular shortest routing” to solve the fairness and efficiency issues in spinlocks. Secondly, we identify that long-term fairness alone is insufficient for modern processors, which have cores with varying capabilities to grab locks due to differences in computing frequency. Finally, we provide insights on how single-core spinlocks can work alongside multi-core spinlocks without compromising efficiency and fairness.

In Section 2, we discuss the limitations of NUMA-aware spinlocks in minimizing transmission latency in multi-core processors and the negative impact of unfair spinlocks on throughput. Section 3 presents related work in the field. In Section 4, we propose our fair and efficient spinlock algorithm for ccNUMA. Section 5 addresses performance under oversubscription, while Section 6 compares RON with two well-known algorithms. Section 7 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of RON compared to ShflLock and Linux’s qspinlock, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminary and Motivation

2.1 Data Coherence in ccNUMA

Figure 1 shows an example of the multi-core architecture, in which the connection network of each core group is similar to the CPU ComplexX (CCX) of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD). In a multi-core architecture, data stored in the cache memory can be shared among the cores. Cache coherence non-uniform access (ccNUMA) uses snoop-based and/or directory-based cache coherence algorithms to maintain consistency of shared data in each cache memory [42]. The snoop method broadcasts messages such as “some shared data has been updated”, whereas the directory-based method allows point-to-point communication between nodes. A node can be a core or a group of adjacent cores.

![Figure 1: An example NoC architecture of ccNUMA.](image)

2.2 Cost of Spinlocks on Multi-core CPUs

We define the serializing cost as the cost of allowing multiple threads to have mutually exclusive access to shared data. Serializing costs are divided into “contention” and “handover”. The contention cost is the cost for determining the next task that can enter the CS. It depends on the data structure and data access method used by a spinlock. For example, the ticket lock [43] is centralized, while MCS spinlock (or called “MCS” for short) [44] is decentralized. In the ticket lock, all threads continuously monitor a variable of the ticket lock, and this can generate a lot of traffics in the NoC. The contention cost also depends on how the threads are granted to enter the CS. The raw spinlock (e.g., GNU’s pthread_spin_lock [46], abbreviated as “Plock”) relies on the NoC to determine when the first thread can enter the CS. The MCS spinlock [44] allows each thread to wait on a different variable. Therefore, MCS spinlocks prevent atomic operations from triggering excessive bus traffic.

The handover cost depends on the speed of transferring shared data between the lock-holding thread and the successive thread. Because spinlock is a shared data structure, a smaller handover cost can also slightly reduce the contention cost. As the example in Figure 1 shows, the processor is divided by two parts, i.e., the west and east parts. The two parts are connected through a system bus. The handover cost of using the C-to-C bus only is 1. The handover cost between the core and the system bus is related to the distance between the core and the system bus. B, C, and F are far away from the system bus, so the handover cost is 3, and the handover cost of A, D, and E is 2.

In conventional NUMA-aware spinlocks, the order of entering the CS can be arbitrary, for example, A→D→B→C→F→E. Since A, B, C, and D have the same communication cost, they belong to the same group (i.e., mininode). The same goes for E and F. The handover cost of this order is (A, 1, D, 1, B, 1, C, 3, 3, F, 1, E)=10. This paper proposes to use one-way circular shortest routing to minimize
handover costs. By scheduling the order of entering the CS as \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D \rightarrow E \rightarrow F\), the handover cost is reduced to \((A, 1, B, 1, C, 1, D, 2, 2, E, 1, F) = 8\). In this example, the one-way circular shortest routing improves the performance by 20\% (i.e., \(\frac{10-8}{10}\)).

2.3 Throughput or Fairness? Take Both!

Various locking techniques have been proposed [39] to improve system throughput in varying levels of contention. Lock algorithms such as Test-And-Set (TAS) [46] and Test-and-Test-and-Set (TTAS) [46] can be used in low-contention systems. Algorithms like C-BO-MCS [25] and Shuffling (ShflLock) [26] were designed to reduce the handover cost under high contention with hierarchical design or local spinning.

Moreover, the fairness is an issue that needs to be considered to better utilize the protected resources. According to the level of fairness, we define fairness as follows:

1. Probabilistic fairness: The chance of each task entering the critical section is the same in probability.
2. Bounded waiting: The number of waiting tasks does not exceed a certain multiple of the number of tasks.

Take Test-Test-And-Set (TTAS) [46] as an example. The probability of each thread obtaining a lock on a single core processor system is related to the proportion of the CPU time that the thread can acquire. In such a situation, the TTAS spinlock satisfies probabilistic fairness. Currently, GNU’s Pthread library use TTAS spinlock to implement `pthread_spin_lock()`.

A spinlock algorithm is conformed to bounded waiting when it can limit the number of times that other tasks are inserted before a specific task. Ticket lock and MCS [44] are bounded waiting spinlocks. Both of them are based on first-in-first-out (FIFO) mechanism. Although FIFO allows all tasks to enter CS in a fair manner, FIFO also limits the performance of spinlocks on multi-core/NUMA machines. This is because FIFO cannot shorten the data transmission latency.

Most NUMA-aware spinlocks algorithms balance performance and fairness by preventing threads from waiting too long, but some cores may have higher computing power than others due to differences in manufacturing processes [47]. The slight difference in speed will result in the core with the advantage always being able to acquire the lock successfully. Just like in a 100-meter race, the one who gets first place is always Jamaica’s Usain Bolt, even though he is only 0.1 seconds faster than the second-place runner. In modern multi-core processors like the AMD 2990WX, some cores have significantly higher lock acquisition capabilities than others. For instance, the lock acquisition capability of cores 0-7 is 20.6 times greater than that of cores 8-31 (refer to Section 6.2.2). As a result, conventional NUMA-aware algorithms may not be able to ensure equal access to the critical section for all threads/cores within a reasonable period.

With joint consideration of both throughput and fairness, we propose a spinlock method that creates one-way circular shortest path and uses this path to minimize the handover cost and ensure bounded waiting time.

3 Related Work

While TTAS spinlock [46] is a simple method to implement POSIX spinlocks in GNU (abbreviated as “Plock”) and ensures the consistency of shared data, it is unfair because it tends to provide locks to neighboring cores [21]. Unfairness doubles the execution time of a multi-thread program and causes starvation as shown in [41]. It also increases the variability of latency, making it difficult to guarantee the service quality. The non-scalability of Plock is another serious problem. As shown in [22, 23], although most critical sections are short, increasing the number of cores can cause a system to collapse due to non-scalable locks.

Cohort [25] is a software framework that can combine two NUMA-oblivious locks into a scalable NUMA-aware lock. NUMA nodes compete for the global lock, and unless all threads on the NUMA node leave the CS, the NUMA node will not release the lock. Therefore, threads belonging to the same NUMA node are grouped to enter the critical section, reducing handover costs. Shuffle lock [26] and CNA [27] also use grouping to improve performance. Both are suitable for use with a Linux kernel. However, they cannot effectively reduce the latency of data transmission nor avoid unfairness in a multi-core processor. To obtain good performance under the more complex NUMA architecture, HMCS [28] is based on the concept of Cohort [25] and changes the number of lock levels from 2 to 4. The AHMCS [29] and CLoF [48] algorithms include a mechanism for managing contention and multiple locking methods, allowing different locking methods to be used in different situations. CST-semaphore and CST-mutex locks are applicable to NUMA that support parking [31].

Only dedicated threads or the threads currently holding the lock can execute the code of the CSSs of each thread in [32]. In [33], the researchers further proposed turning CSSs into an asynchronous execution. Although these methods can optimize data access latency to global data, they take longer to access local data because the code of a CS executes on a specific core.

Programmers can optimize software to better utilize the NoC of ccNUMA when the software uses data-level parallelization and pipe-lining [7,34,37,38]. Stefan Kaestle et al. proposed broadcast trees [4] to reduce the communication cost of NUMA machines. However, for multi-threaded programs that use locking mechanisms to protect shared data, these methods may not be suitable.

4 Routing On Network-on-Chip (RON)
In Section 4, we introduced RON, a NUMA-aware algorithm that is specifically designed for highly competitive and multi-core environments. In Section 5, we combined RON with simple spin locks, such as plock or ticket lock, to achieve scalability when the number of threads exceeds the number of cores. As most applications typically have more threads than cores, we utilized the RON-plock combination algorithm in our application-level benchmarks.

4.1 The Idea

In this section, we propose a design called Routing On Network-on-Chip (RON) that aims to minimize the handover cost between cores with low contention cost while ensuring fairness in scheduling the threads waiting to enter a CS. Minimizing handover costs can also improve the efficiency of atomic operations, which are based on atomic operations, which rely on cache coherence protocols (such as snoop+dictionary) on multi-core systems. This, in turn, can improve the performance of locks that suffer from contention.

We propose a concept of reducing the total handover cost by scheduling threads waiting to enter the CS in a specific order. This order can be compared to a train passing through all stations. The ownership of the lock is like the train, and each core is like a station. All waiting threads acquire the lock ownership in order, reducing the total handover cost. Engineers optimize train tracks to pass through all stations in the most efficient way possible, even though the route from station A to station B may not be the shortest. Please note that the train track is a one-way circular route. Similarly, we define a global schedule for all cores with waiting threads in the system based on the minimum total handover costs, instead of determining the scheduling order using handover costs alone. One-Way Circular Routing can often achieve global optimization. By minimizing total handover costs, we can also improve the efficiency of atomic operations, thereby improving the performance of locks that suffer from contention.

Since the code of spinlocks cannot be too complicated, it is impractical to dynamically calculate the priority of threads waiting to enter the CS. We assume that there is a thread on each core waiting to enter the CS, and then pre-calculate an optimal lock transfer path. The pre-calculate lock transfer path called the Traveling Salesman Problem Order (TSP ORDER) of the cores with an efficient TSP algorithm [40]. For the same processor model, the TSP ORDER is the same. RON follows the TSP ORDER to let threads that want to access shared data enter the CS one by one.

To find the TSP ORDER for a multi-core processor, we created a benchmark program to calculate the transmission latency between cores (see Section 6.2.1). Using this information, we built a fully connected weighted graph of cores and solved the TSP problem with a widely-used algorithm [40]. This allowed us to obtain the TSP ORDER that passes through all cores in the graph, which we use for lock ownership transfer to reduce the handover cost with low contention cost.

4.2 The Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the RON procedure for one spinlock. We use an array-based method and assume that each core has at most one thread. This method can achieve higher performance under high load compared to using a linked list (similar to MCS [44]). For each spinlock, the array-based RON not only has a “wait flag” for each core, but also places wait flags of adjacent cores, so as to increase the cache efficiency. The data structure of RON is similar to queue spinlock [24] and Linux’s qspinlock with constant space complexity. However, queue spinlock [24] cannot handle the situation in which there are more threads than cores (i.e., oversubscription). In the case of oversubscription, Linux’s qspinlock does not support all tasks to enter CS in the FIFO order to guarantee bounded waiting. Note that we will introduce how to support oversubscription based on an array-based RON in Section 5. It should be noted that RON is a heuristic algorithm and can provide decent solutions but cannot guarantee optimal solutions. The worst case of RON occurs in low contention scenarios where multiple cores access the same memory locations. To mitigate this issue, cache prefetching can be used to predict and fetch the data, reducing the number of cache misses and improving performance.

The first four lines of Algorithm 1 define the variables:

- **NUM_core**: This variable indicates the total number of cores on the system. It is a system-scope variable.
- **TSP_ID**: This is the “TSP ORDER ID” of a core, and each thread has its “local version” of TSP_ID. Thus, each thread on a different core will get a different value when it accesses the TSP_ID. This is a per-thread variable. We used “thread_local”, a C11 keyword of C language, to declare per-thread variable in Algorithm 1 (Line 2).
- **TSP_ID_ARRAY[]**: This array stores the mapping of each core ID to its corresponding “TSP ORDER ID” (i.e., TSP_ID), where TSP_ID is the lock transfer order of a core. When a lock is transferred to a core, the thread on this core can be checked to see whether it can enter the CS. This is a per-process variable, and each process can have its own routing path (TSP ORDER) because each process owns a different number of cores and can have a different TSP ORDER.
- **WaitArray[]**: This array is to indicate which cores’ threads are waiting to enter the CS protected by this lock. When a thread wants to enter a CS, its corresponding WaitArray[TSP_ID] is set to 1. When the other threads set their corresponding flag in WaitArray[] to
In Section 7, we will provide an algorithm for sharing WaitArray[] between different locks.

In Algorithm 1, Lines 3 and 5–8 initialize the variables. Line 5 uses getcpu() to get the core ID of the running thread, and uses the core ID to get the TSP ID of the core by looking up the TSP_ID_Array[]. The spin_lock() in Line 10 informs other threads that the caller thread wants to enter the CS. When no other thread is in the CS, the caller thread can enter the CS (Lines 14–16). Otherwise, it waits for the previous thread in the TSP ORDER to leave the CS (Lines 12–13). Because “checking whether there is no thread in CS (lines 19–21)” and “setting InUse (line 22)” cannot be executed atomically, it is necessary to simultaneously check InUse and awaitArray[TSP_ID] in a while loop. Additionally, Line 14’s cmp_xchg() uses TTAS, a technique commonly used in spinlock implementation to reduce coherence traffic on the cache line.

Algorithm 1: The RON Algorithm

```c
int TSP_ID_ARRAY[NUM_core]; /*per-process*/
thread_local TSP_ID: /*thread-local-storage*/
atomic_bool InUse=false: /*per-lock*/
atomic_int WaitArray[NUM_core]: /*per-lock*/
TSP_ID = TSP_ID_ARRAY[getcpu()]
void spin_init()
    for (each element in WaitArray)
        element = 0;
void spin_lock()
0
WaitArray[TSP_ID]=1;
while()
    if (WaitArray[TSP_ID]==0)
        return:
    if (cmp_xchg(&InUse, false, true)):
        WaitArray[TSP_ID] = 0
        return:
void spin_unlock()
    for (int i=1; i NUM_core; i++)
        if (WaitArray[(i+TSP_ID)%NUM_core]==1)
            WaitArray[(i+TSP_ID)%NUM_core]=0;
return;
InUse=false;
```

The spin_unlock() in Lines 18–21 finds the next thread that wants to enter the CS. Lines 18–20 treat WaitArray[] as a circular queue. From the next position of the caller thread (where i is between 1 and NUM_core.), it searches for the first thread wanting to enter the CS. Because the thread that wants to enter the CS will set WaitArray[] based on its TSP_ID (Line 10), the first thread found in the loop of Lines 18–20 is the next thread in the TSP ORDER. In Line 20, WaitArray[] of the next thread is set to 0, and the next thread leaves spin_lock() (Lines 12–13) to enter the CS. If no thread is waiting, InUse is set to false (Line 22).

4.3 Correctness

A method must satisfy the following three conditions to ensure the correctness of a CS: (1) mutual exclusion, (2) progress, and (3) bounded waiting. At a minimum, the algorithm used in a software system must satisfy conditions 1 and 2. For instance, GNU’s pthread_spin_lock satisfies only conditions 1 and 2, while RON satisfies all three. However, we provide proof of bounded waiting only due to space limitations.

Bounded Waiting: We will prove that the maximum number of waits is the number of threads when each core has at most 1 thread. Each core has a unique TSP_ID, and these TSP_IDs of cores form a circular queue. RON allows all threads to enter a CS in the order of the TSP ORDER. In the worst case when thread X is ready to enter a CS, all threads on the cores whose TSP ORDERs are before the core of thread X want to enter the CS. Assuming that the total number of threads is “num,” thread X needs to wait for (num - 1) threads to leave the CS. In Section 5, RON can support multiple threads on a core. In this case, the maximum number of waits is also the number of threads minus one.

4.4 An Example

RON does not prioritize threads for entering the CS based on arrival order, but instead uses the TSP ORDER of each core. While this approach may not generate the optimal solution in all cases, it provides a heuristic algorithm that works efficiently. Let us use the CPU architecture of AMD as an example to illustrate the mechanism of RON. As Figure 2 shows, two CPU Complexes (CCXs) are connected by two point-to-point buses. Each CCX contains four cores that are fully connected by a high-speed network. First, we assume that the TSP ORDER of the cores is 3 → 0 → 1 → 2 → 5 → 6 → 7 → 4. The TSP ORDER of a core can be obtained by TSP_ID_ARRAY[]. Taking core 3 as an example, we can find that its TSP ORDER is 0 in TSP_ID_ARRAY[3]. We also assume that at time t0, the thread on core 3 is ready to enter the CS. Therefore, InUse is set to true (Line 14 in Algorithm 1) and this thread on core 3 enters the CS. Then, all entries of WaitArray[] in the graph are null (value 0) at time t0. At time t1, the threads on cores 1, 5, 2, and 6 arrive and are in the Lock Session (LS). Taking the thread on core 1 as an example, its TSP ORDER is TSP_ID_ARRAY[1] = 2. Therefore, WaitArray[2] is set to 1 (Line 10), and the thread waits for either WaitArray[2] (Line 12) or InUse (Line 14) to become 0. The TSP_IDs of cores 1, 5, 2, and 6 are 2 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[1]), 4 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[5]), 3 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[2]), and 5 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[6]), respectively, and their WaitArray[] values are set to 1 accordingly.

At time t2, the thread on core 3 leaves the CS. Because the TSP ORDER of core 3 is 0, the search will start from next TSP ORDER (i.e., TSP_ID 1 in this case). Thus, the
value of WaitArray[1] is examined (Lines 18-21), and the first “1” appears in WaitArray[2]. Therefore, the thread in core 3 sets WaitArray[2] to 0. Since the thread in core 1 has been waiting for WaitArray[2] to become 0 (Line 12), it can now enter the CS. Similarly, at times t3 and t4, the threads in cores 2 and 5 enter the CS, respectively. At time t6, the thread in core 6 wants to leave the CS, so it finds all entries of WaitArray[] equal to 0. Therefore, it sets InUse to false (Line 22).

In this example, we assume that the handover cost within the same CCX is 1 and that across CCXs is 3. If the CS is entered in the FIFO order (3, 1, 5, 2, 6) as in MCS and Ticket, the total handover cost will be $1 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 10$. However, according to RON, it will be entered in the order 3, 1, 2, 5, 6, so the total handover cost is only $1 + 1 + 3 + 1 = 6$.

5 More Threads than Cores

In real applications, there may be a situation where the number of running threads is more than the number of cores. We call this oversubscription. RON approach proposed in Section 4.2 cannot handle oversubscription. In this section we propose two methods to solve this problem: RON-ticket and RON-plock. The former provides better fairness (i.e., bounded waiting), while the latter provides better performance and probabilistic fairness. In the following, we first point out that it is not necessary to run all threads with NUMA-aware spinlock algorithms in Section 5.1. By utilizing this observation without violating fairness, we present our solution on supporting oversubscription in Section 5.2.

5.1 Lock Contention Problems on a Core

In oversubscription, multiple threads can run on a single core, which differs from the situation where competing threads are spread across multiple cores. In Figure 3-(a), $Thr_1$ to $Thr_4$ correspond to core1, to core4, core1 and core2 belong to NUMA node1, and the other cores belong to node2. If Plock is used and $Thr_4$ releases the lock, $Thr_3$ has more probability of entering the CS because $Thr_3$ and $Thr_4$ are in the same node.

When $Thr_3$ and $Thr_4$ continue to request entering the CS, then $Thr_1$ and $Thr_2$ may not have the opportunity to enter the CS. In ticket lock, these threads enter the CS in FIFO order.

Figure 3: Threads on NUMA nodes vs. threads on a core.

Figure 3-(b) is the same as Figure 3-(a), but all threads belong to the same core. Taking Linux as an example, the execution order of threads on the same core depends on the scheduler. If Plock is used, when $Thr_4$ (abbreviation for thread 4) releases the lock, the next task that enters the CS is the task executed after $Thr_4$. Therefore, the chance of $Thr_1$ to $Thr_4$ entering the CS is proportional to their chance of getting CPU time. Because RON guarantees that each core has an equal chance of obtaining the lock, the fairness of threads obtaining the lock on different cores depends on whether the scheduler is fair. The fairness of the ticket lock is the same as in the example shown in Figure 3-(a).

5.2 RON with Oversubscription Support

In RON, the element in WaitArray indicates whether a thread on that core is waiting to enter the CS. In this section, each element of WaitArray indicates how many threads are waiting for the lock on that core (for RON-ticket and RON-plock) and the order in which they enter the CS (for RON-ticket). The RON-ticket is given in Algorithm 2. Each lock has an array consisting of the elements corresponding to each core and the elements consist of two variables: grant and ticket.

Each core has its own nWait variable, which behaves more like thread-local storage. When a thread is waiting to enter the CS from the LS, it uses the atomic_fetch_add(nWait, 1) operation to check whether there is a thread in the CS or not. This operation is performed on the nWait variable of the core that the thread is running on. If no thread is in the CS, then the waiting thread can enter. To enter the CS, the thread uses the atomic_fetch_add(ticket, 1) operation to set the l_ticket variable (Line 6). The thread then waits on the while loop (Lines 7-10) until it is its turn to enter the CS. If the thread is not the next thread that should enter the CS of the core (that is, grant - l_ticket ≠ 1), the thread releases the CPU (Lines 8-9) and tries again later. When a thread leaves the CS, it first checks to see if there is any waiting thread (Line 13). If there is a waiting thread, it searches for a core with a waiting thread (Lines 14-19). Once a core with a waiting thread is found, it increases the grant of that core by 1 (Line 17), allowing the waiting thread to enter the CS.

The RON-plock is shown in Algorithm 3. Each lock has an array consisting of the elements corresponding to each core and the elements consist of two variables: numWait and lock.
Each thread that wants to enter the CS must use atomic_inc() to set the numWait to which it belongs. When the lock of a core is HAS_LOCK, the thread currently executing on the core can enter the CS (Lines 7-8). To increase cooperation between the lock-unlock algorithm and the scheduler, yield() can be used when multiple threads are executing on a single core. Although yield() is a system call and can have overhead equivalent to futex(), for user-mode threads, it can be a user-mode function that transfers control to other threads on the same core. When the thread leaves the CS, it searches for the next core whose numWait is not equal to 0 and sets the lock of that core to HAS_LOCK. If necessary, yield() can be used again to allow other waiting threads on the same core to proceed. The proof of correctness is shown in the supplementary material.

6 Performance Evaluations

6.1 Evaluation Platform and Settings

In the performance evaluation experiments, we used an AMD Threadripper 2990WX with 64 cores (32 physical cores) with a GNU/Linux operating system. The kernel version was 5.4. The compiler used gcc-9.3 with the optimization parameter -march=znver1 -O3, which enabled gcc-9.3 to perform the optimization for the Threadripper microarchitecture. All experiments were conducted 100 times, and their results were averaged. The source codes of RON in this section can be found at https://github.com/shiwulo/ron-osdi2023.

For a more complete comparison with other methods, we used the LiTL framework [39]. We compiled RON as a shared library. We wrote Algorithm 3 into a program that is compiled with LiTL. By using LD_PRELOAD, RON can be compared with other methods on different benchmarks. AMD Threadripper is a chip-NUMA. There are four dies in the chip. Each die has two CCXs, each of which has four cores. Moreover, the Linux numastat command shows that 2990WX has 4 NUMA nodes.

The cache coherence protocol operates at the cache line granularity, which means that low latency also implies high bandwidth. Therefore, the transmission latency obtained from the experiments shown in Figure 4 not only informs the design of inter-core locking algorithms but also provides insights into the underlying hardware’s performance characteristics. By profiling the inter-core latency, an operating system can optimize the lock-unlock algorithms accordingly. Furthermore, detailed microarchitecture information about the NoC from CPU vendors can lead to even better performance. In calculating the transmission latency from core X to core Y, we make core X read 100 integers (2 cache lines in this case) from DRAM, and then we calculate the time for core Y to read the 100 integers from core X’s cache. As 2990WX is a ccNUMA architecture, Y will read 100 integers from X’s cache. It should be noted that not all dies on a 2990WX are the same due to differences in the manufacturing process. AMD puts the best cores on die 0, which means that the transmission latency of die 0 is lower. AMD and Intel support “AMD Turbo Core” and “Turbo Boost Max 3.0”, respectively. The operating system can learn how to make better use of the CPU by being aware of the best die. However, traditional NUMA-aware spinlocks cannot achieve the fairness they claim in such processors, which will be discussed in Section 6.2.2.

After obtaining the handover time (i.e., transmission speed) for each pair of cores, we used Google OR-Tools [40] (A solver for NP-complete problems, providing a usable solution.) to determine the TSP ORDER for the cores as shown in Figure 4. We see that the TSP-ORDER first visits all the cores
in the same CCX and then the CCXs on the same die. Finally, the TSP-ORDER visits each die in the clockwise direction. Then, we generate TSP_ID_ARRAY[] according to the TSP ORDER for Algorithm 1.

![Core-to-core communications](image)

**Figure 4:** The core-to-core communication latencies and TSP ORDER of AMD 2990WX

We used microbenchmarks in Section 6.2 to analyze the characteristics of the algorithm, and used general benchmarks in Section 6.3 to understand the performance under various usage scenarios. We compared RON with the following algorithms. Please note that what we describe below are the usage scenarios. We compared RON with the following algorithms. Please note that what we describe below are the performance characteristics of each algorithm, not the implementation details.

1. **Plock:** The GNU Pthread’s spinlock. A thread that intends to enter a CS will test the lock until its value equals to 0. When a thread leaves a CS, it sets the lock to 0. The first core that observes that the lock is 0 can enter the CS. The closer to the core the lock is released, the more likely it is for the core to enter the CS.

2. **Ticket:** This method allows each task waiting to enter the CS to have a “ticket” number. The thread waits until the “grant” is equal to its ticket number. The wait loops of all waiting threads use atomic instructions to continually query the value of the “grant”, which consumes limited NoC bandwidth.

3. **MCS:** Because all tasks waiting to enter the CS are queued in a linked list, when a thread leaves the CS, it only needs to set the “wait flag” of the next task to false. Setting the wait flag of next thread is more efficient than multicasting when the CPU supports a directory cache coherence algorithm. MCS does not optimize the interconnect latency in multi-core architectures.

4. **C-BO-MCS:** The thread should first acquire the MCS lock of the NUMA node to which the thread belongs. Then, it must compete with threads on other NUMA nodes to obtain a back-off lock. If a core neighbors to the core that obtains the C-BO-MCS lock, it has a higher priority to enter the CS. With this method, threads belonging to the same node can be grouped together to reduce handover costs.

5. **ShflLock (also known as Shuffle Lock):** This also uses grouping to improve performance. Shuffle can specify that a thread in the queue is responsible for shuffling. However, when the task that is allowed to enter the CS is shuffling the queue, the thread cannot enter the CS immediately and system performance may decrease.

### 6.2 Microbenchmarks for Quantitative Analysis

#### 6.2.1 Evaluation Platform and Settings

Here, we analyzed each spinlock method in a quantitative manner through a controllable microbenchmark. In each set of experiments in this section, each thread is bound (i.e., sched_setaffinity()) to a hardware thread and executes Algorithm 4. Because we have SMT (Simultaneous multithreading) enabled, there are 2 hardware threads per core. The total number of software threads is 64. In the while loop (Lines 2–9), a thread in the lock section (LS) (Line 3) requests entry into the critical section (CS) (Lines 4-5). After the thread enters the CS, each entry in SharedData is read and written, and the lock is released into the unlock section (US) (Line 6) when the thread leaves the CS. The clock_gettime(), defined in the POSIX.1-2001 standard, is called in the non-critical section (nCS) (Lines 7-9) until the elapsed time of the nCS exceeds the value of nCS_size±15% in Line 9. We first evaluate the throughput (Figure 5) and fairness (Figure 6) of each algorithm, and then analyze their efficiency in terms of handover (Figure 7) and contention (Figure 8). Please note that in these 4 experiments, except for adding the code for measuring time (i.e., clock_gettime()) and the code for statistics, the experimental parameters are the same.

**Algorithm 4 Testing Program and Measurements**

```c
1 void thread()
2 {
3     spin_lock();  //LS
4     spin_unlock(); //US
5     element = element + 1; //CS
6     for (each element in SharedData): //CS
7     t = clock_gettime(); //nCS
8     t = clock_gettime(); //US
9     while (clock_gettime()-t > nCS_size*rand (0.85~1.15));
```

#### 6.2.2 Results of Microbenchmarks

As shown in Algorithm 4, a shorter nCS implies a heavier workload because the lock request rate is higher. The upper and lower parts of Figure 5 are the performance when the contention is low and high, respectively. RON can provide the best locking efficiency in both cases. Under low load conditions (nCS = 400K~120K), the performance of Plock
is second only to RON. When nCS is lower than 40K, the performance of Plock drops rapidly when the load is heavy. The performance curves of MCS and ShflLock are similar, which may be because they queue tasks waiting for CS in a linked list.

ShflLock and C-BO-MCS perform worse than MCS in some cases (i.e., nCS > 10K). This is because these two algorithms implicitly treat the handover costs between cores belonging to the same die as equal. Therefore, they cannot optimize the handover costs of different cores in different dies (Please see the example in Section 2.2). Further, since the difference in communication cost between 2990WX cores is only 3.13 times at most, an algorithm with too-high time complexity reduces the benefits that can be obtained. Because RON uses a pre-calculated TSP ORDER that is optimized for all cores, it can achieve higher performance at a lower cost. According to our simulation results (in the supplementary material), ShflLock and C-BO-MCS performs better when the transmission latency between cores on the same chip/die is almost the same. In other situations, RON performed best.

In long-term fairness, when non-critical section (nCS) < 80K ns, the CV of Plock starts to rise. When nCS < 20K ns, the CV of ShflLock and C-BO-MCS both starts to rise. In order to better understand the performance of spinlock algorithms in long-term fairness, we let the ShflLock, C-BO-MCS, and Plock execute for 1,000 seconds with nCS = 10K and their CVs are 35%, 71% and 96%, respectively. Fairness factor is described by Dice et al. [25]. It is the most common metric to measure fairness. The value of fairness factor is between 0.5 and 1. A complete fair spinlock’s factor is 0.5 and a complete unfair spinlock’s factor is 1. The fairness factor of the ShflLock, C-BO-MCS and Plock are 0.68, 0.85 and 0.8, respectively.

In terms of software design, each thread in Plock competes fairly for locks. C-BO-MCS is based on two fair spinlocks, namely backoff [44] and MCS. ShflLock allows threads on the same node (i.e., die) of the lock holder to elevate their positions in the queue for a limited number of times. Note that it is difficult to analyze in detail why these algorithms do not meet long-term fairness perfectly, so only Plocks is analyzed to provide insights into the interaction between multicore processors and spinlocks.

In the past, the multi-core processor had to execute at a frequency that all cores could run correctly. The worst core determines the maximum clock frequency that a multi-core processor can run. Now each core can run on its highest frequency [47]. According to the experimental results of the Plock with nCS=10k, the ability of cores 0-7 and 32-39 to obtain locks is 20.6 times that of cores 8-31 and 40-63. Therefore, we roughly conclude that when the load becomes heavier, algorithms that meet long-term fairness may not achieve the expected fairness on modern multi-core processors. [47].

The experimental parameters of Figure 7 are the same as Figures 5 and 6, but we changed the X coordinate from nCS (Line 8 in Algo. 4) to the number of threads waiting to enter CS (i.e., the number of threads in LS, Line 3 in Algo. 4). The more the number of threads waiting, the better the performance of a algorithm that can optimize the handover cost. In Figure 7, the Y axis is the time required to access the shared data. For example, in the case of RON under load nCS = 10K, the number of threads in LS is 45, and the handover time is 100 ns. Under the same load, the number of threads of C-BO-MCS in LS is 52, and handover time is 190 ns. RON is almost the best spinlock in terms of handover time. With more tasks in the LS, the path formed by each task selected by RON is closer to TSP ORDER, because each core has a higher probability to have a thread waiting for entering the CS. When the number of tasks in LS increases from 0 to 15, the efficiency of accessing shared data doubles (from 210ns to 100ns). When the LS changes from 60 to 62, the efficiency is reduced by 7%. This is the reason for the reduced efficiency when the nCS is 1K in Figure 5.

Plock is slightly better (0.07%) than RON when the lock contention is very low (nCS=120K). Although Plock’s handover cost is low, its performance is not good. Since Plock uses cmp_xachg(compare_exchange) to solve the lock contention problem, The hardware may need to execute cmp_xachg continuously until the return value of only one task is equal to true. This wastes the limited bandwidth of
NoC and is time consuming. The handover time of C-BO-MCS and ShflLock is better than MCS. However, these two methods are too complicated, resulting in the performance lower than expected. Both Ticket and MCS arrange tasks to enter the CS in the order of their arrival. Since Ticket does not give each thread a wait flag, all threads will constantly monitor the wait flag, thus consuming a lot of NoC bandwidth. Ticket has the worst handover cost.

In Figure 7, we set the size of the shared data accessed in the critical section to 0 (Line 4 in Algorithm 4). The X axis is the number of tasks waiting to enter the CS, and the Y axis is the time of each thread executing one round (including LS, US, CS and nCS, i.e., Lines 2-8). The size of the non-critical section (Lines 7 and 8) ranges from 160K to 1K. Therefore, the main factor in performance is the locking and unlocking efficiency of an algorithm. RON is almost the best algorithm. Its performance is slightly worse than that of Plock (0.2%) when the loading is extremely light. RON has a better performance for two reasons. First, TSP ORDER is pre-calculated. Second, the lower handover cost makes atomic operations more efficient. We use experiments to analyze the efficiency of atomic operations of RON. When we schedule threads to perform atomic operations through TSP ORDER, the efficiency of atomic operations is 1.6 times that of random order.

![Figure 7: Handover cost and the number of thread in LS.](image)

6.2.3 Oversubscribe

In each set of experiments of this section, each thread binds (i.e., sched_setaffinity()) to a core and executes Algorithm 4. Each core has at most \[\text{num\_thread} \div \text{num\_core}\] threads. Because RON-ticket shares a key property with RON, that is, bounded waiting, RON-ticket was used for performance evaluation in the previous section. In this section, microbenchmarks are used to evaluate the performance of RON-ticket and RON-plock. In the case of oversubscription, two factors affect performance. The first one is whether the thread holding the lock is scheduled out. Second, if the algorithm specifies the next thread entering the CS, and whether it is scheduled out.

In Figure 9, RON-plock and RON-ticket perform better in the case of overbooking, where the y-axis denotes “millions locks” per second. Although C-BO-MCS(-B) and ShflLock(-B) also support oversubscription, the number of lock-unlock operations per second is dropped quickly.

![Figure 9: Performance of algorithms under oversubscribe.](image)

6.2.4 Scalability

In this section, we investigate how algorithm performance changes with an increase in the number of threads used. Our experiment was conducted on the 2990WX, which has SMT technology. During the experiment, each thread accesses 100 integers in the critical section, while the non-critical section takes 10,000 ±15% nanoseconds.

As shown in Figure 10, it indicates that the performance of the RON-plock improves with an increase in the number of threads when the thread count is less than 64. This experiment yields results similar to those in Figure 5 because “executing more threads simultaneously” and “having shorter non-critical sections” both lead to greater competition for entering the
critical section. However, when the number of threads exceeds 64, the performance of these algorithms is determined by their ability to handle the oversubscribe problem.

6.3 Application-level Benchmarks

We pick five different application-level benchmarks representing different performance bottlenecks. For the consistency of the experiment, the RON implementation here uses RON-ticket, which has identical features to RON (bounded waiting).

6.3.1 LevelDB (Key-value Database)

Here, we used Google’s LevelDB to test the performance of the spinlock. The horizontal axis of Figure 11 is the algorithm tested, and the vertical axis is the time cost for every operation reported by LevelDB. Because of the difference data scales, “fillsync” is normalized to MCS and others normalized to Ticket.

![Figure 11: Google’s LevelDB.](image)

We use the db_bench in LevelDB to evaluate performance with 1 million entries and 64 threads. For each spinlock, fillseq, fillsync, fillrandom, overwrite, and readrandom have been tested. The last one is the geometric average of LevelDB’s 5 tests. RON-ticket, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS are spin locks optimized for ccNUMA or NUMA. Please note that RON-ticket is RON with oversubscribe support and it also satisfies bounded waiting. Compared with ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, the performance of RON is better by 22.1% and 24.2%, respectively.

MCS is slightly better than ShflLock and C-BO-MCS for LevelDB, although the latter two are optimized for NUMA.

This may be because these two algorithms are designed to overcome the huge transmission overhead between two CPUs. However, there is not much difference in the communication cost between the cores on AMD 2990WX. When the load is high, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS may only perform local optimization.

Consider the situation with four NUMA nodes, where ShflLock and C-BO-MCS serve node X, and the load on node X always has a thread waiting to enter the CS. At this time, although there are many threads waiting for the CS on other NUMA nodes to enter, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS tend to let tasks on node X enter the CS. Since RON uses TSP ORDER to arrange the cores to enter the CS, RON does not suffer from the problem of local optimization.

6.3.2 Benchmarks in Different Contention Levels

We applied an additional four different application benchmarks to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. These algorithms are selected from LiTl [39] and cover both high and low contention scenarios. Volrend and Raytrace are from the SPLASH2x benchmark set representing extreme and high levels of contention, respectively. For the extreme level, more than 40 threads are waiting to acquire the same lock instance. For the high level, there are about 10 to 40 threads waiting to acquire a lock. Dedup and Ferret are from the PARSEC3.0 benchmark set and respectively represent pressure on the memory and relatively low levels of contention [39]. In Figure 12, the vertical axis is the elapsed time of the benchmark task (including geomean of LevelDB Figure 11). Because of the different data scales, the numbers are the percentage to where the algorithm performs the worst for each task.

![Figure 12: Applications with different contention level.](image)

The bottleneck of Raytrace is a lock contention, protecting a single counter with about a million acquisitions every second. RON-ticket, MCS, and Plock accomplished the task with around 70% of elapsed time. MCS is optimized for multi-core systems with dedicated caches for each core to reduce the overhead of lock contention and well fitted in high level of contention. The code of Plock is not optimized for multi-core. However, the core adjacent to the core that released the lock is more likely to successfully perform the atomic operation compare_exchange() to acquire the lock. Thus, Plock is implicitly optimized for multi-core platforms.
In the case of extreme levels of contention, the performance of Plock and MCS starts to drop while the ShlLock and RON-ticket can handle the stress. Under extreme level of contention (Volrend), RON-ticket achieved its best performance, taking only 24.3% of the elapsed time of the ticket to accomplish task. The bottleneck of Volrend is the lock contention for protecting different task queues with around 40 threads waiting. This benchmark verified that the RON algorithm generally performs best under higher contention. With more cores possessed by threads spinning for the lock instance, the routing path can massively reduce the handover cost.

However, under low levels of contention, RON-ticket only performs second best in all six algorithms. Ferret is a parallelized software with about 2000 times of acquisition for every second. While RON-ticket uses around 20% of the elapsed time, Plock takes only around 15.6% of the elapsed time of C-BO-MCS, outperforming RON in this specific benchmark. The lower contention of the lock leads to the sparseness of the WaitArray, which results in leaping on the routing path and lowers the benefit. Ticket guarantees fairness as threads keeping querying the global variable to know whether they can enter the CS. Ticket fits the task with low level of contention. However, under higher pressure, the bandwidth consumed by lock contention limits the bandwidth that can be used by handover.

Moreover, according to the results of Dedup, RON-ticket and Plock gave low memory pressure. Dedup allocates numerous locks (266k) [39], which puts pressure on the memory if the components of the lock are not reusable. The reusability of components like WaitArray and Get_TSP_ID gives RON-ticket the ability to handle numerous lock allocations.

In summary, RON algorithms can handle different levels of contention, especially higher levels. With higher contention RON algorithms achieve better performance relatively, but Plock remains a better algorithm for low levels of contention. With reusable components, Both Plock and RON put low pressure on the memory while allocating numerous lock instance.

7 RON in GNU/Linux Kernel

7.1 Implementation

As shown in the performance evaluation section, RON is more suitable for multi-core computers than methods that support NUMA in user space applications. In this section, we shows whether RON is suitable for Linux kernel. In our implementation, the line of code (LoC) is 47.

In the Linux kernel, the lock-acquire and lock-release are implemented by queued_spin_lock (struct qspinlock *lock) and queued_spin_unlock (struct qspinlock *lock), respectively. Both functions have only one parameter, lock. By rewriting these two functions, we implement RON in the Linux kernel. We use *lock as InUse in the RON algorithm (Line 3 in Algorithm 1).

In order to achieve the same space efficiency as qspinlock, only one WaitArray (Line 4 in Algorithm 1) is in kernel. In user space, a task sets WaitArray[TSP_ID] (Line 10 in Algorithm 1) to wait for entering the CS. In the Linux kernel, the task writes the address of lock (that is the parameter of queued_spin_lock) to WaitArray[TSP_ID] for entering the CS. When the thread leaves CS, the task will check one by one whether there is an element with a value equal to lock in WaitArray. Therefore, a busy-waiting task is only awakened by the task holding the same lock.

If the space of the WaitArray has been used up, the other tasks wait on InUse (that is *lock in kernel space). Tasks waiting for InUse do not enter CS in TSP ORDER. This design method is the same as Linux’s qspinlock, though it is not perfect but good enough (compromise to O(1) space complexity). In terms of memory usage, RON requires 4 bytes for each lock (that is the size of struct qspinlock) and 28 bytes for each core (28 * 64 = 1792 bytes for AMD 2990WX).

7.2 Evaluations

In this section, the Linux kernel version is 5.12.1. We apply the patch of ShlLock into the qspinlock.c of Linux. Therefore, in this section, we will compare the performance of the Linux kernel using qspinlock, ShlLock and RON. We use a microbenchmark and db_bench of Google LevelDB to measure the performance of RON in Linux kernel. In the experiment, we do not use LD_PRELOAD to change the behavior of LevelDB. The purpose of microbenchmark is to measure performance under high load conditions. The microbenchmark is implemented by forking 64 child processes, and every child process creates 2048 threads to execute 64 mmap() and munmap() function calls. We use strace to evaluate the time taken for each system call.

As shown in Figure 13, ShlLock doesn’t perform well on both microbenchmark and LevelDB. ShlLock is suitable for multi-socket NUMA machines but ours is a single-socket machine. RON performs better than qspinlock under high load conditions. In terms of geometric average of microbenchmark, the performance of Linux kernel with RON is 1.35 times that of Linux kernel with qspinlock. In terms of LevelDB, RON and qspinlock are about the same in terms of geometric average. In these five experiments, the performance of these three algorithms on readseq are almost the same. RON performs better than qspinlock in fillsync because the contention is high. RON and qspinlock both have their own strengths.

Intuitively we can combine qspinlock and RON to achieve better performance. qspinlocks can encode the first two tasks of Linux kernel with qspinlock, ShulLock and RON. We use a microbenchmark and db_bench of Google LevelDB to measure the performance of RON in Linux kernel. In the experiment, we do not use LD_PRELOAD to change the behavior of LevelDB. The purpose of microbenchmark is to measure performance under high load conditions. The microbenchmark is implemented by forking 64 child processes, and every child process creates 2048 threads to execute 64 mmap() and munmap() function calls. We use strace to evaluate the time taken for each system call.

As shown in Figure 13, ShlLock doesn’t perform well on both microbenchmark and LevelDB. ShlLock is suitable for multi-socket NUMA machines but ours is a single-socket machine. RON performs better than qspinlock under high load conditions. In terms of geometric average of microbenchmark, the performance of Linux kernel with RON is 1.35 times that of Linux kernel with qspinlock. In terms of LevelDB, RON and qspinlock are about the same in terms of geometric average. In these five experiments, the performance of these three algorithms on readseq are almost the same. RON performs better than qspinlock in fillsync because the contention is high. RON and qspinlock both have their own strengths.

Intuitively we can combine qspinlock and RON to achieve better performance. qspinlocks can encode the first two tasks that want to enter CS into the lock variable (the parameter of queued_spin_lock()). In this way, the performance of qspinlock is very good under low contention. The purpose of this experiment is to explore the effectiveness of RON, so we did not use Linux optimization techniques to improve
performance under low contention conditions.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
system call & microbenchmark (microseconds) & LevelDB & & & \\
\hline
 & fillseq & fillsync & fillrandom & overwrite & readseq & geomean & & & \\
\hline
qspinlock & 20.2 & 511.4 & 17.8 & 17.2 & 487.3 & 68.8 & & & \\
\hline
ShflLock & 7.9 & 390.5 & 7.5 & 7.1 & 485.3 & 38.1 & & & \\
\hline
RON & 18.3 & 687.1 & 16.3 & 15.7 & 482.7 & 68.9 & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Figure 13: Performance comparisons on Linux kernel.

8 Conclusion

We propose a RON spinlock algorithm that delivers locks and data in a one-way circular manner among cores with the awareness of the performance differences of cores, so as to minimize the system-level handover cost and achieve bounded waiting for threads among cores. In particular, “one-way” is for minimized system-level handover cost and “circular” is for bounded waiting of threads to enter CS. In addition, the proposed RON algorithm can also resolve the oversubscription issue without losing its scalability. A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. Compared with ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, the performance of RON in google leveldb has increased by 22.1% and 24.2% respectively. In terms of kernel space performance, compared with using ShflLock, RON can improve the performance of Google LevelDB by 1.8 times.

9 Future work

This paper addresses the issue of unfairness caused by different execution frequencies on multi-core processors, as well as the efficiency of inter-core data transfer. The proposed method is particularly suitable for highly competitive scenarios. Although high competition can be a bottleneck for performance, low competition is a more common scenario where simple algorithms often have good performance. Therefore, in future research, we will investigate how to dynamically switch algorithms (such as plock and RON) at runtime. We will also evaluate the performance of RON by implementing it using linked-list methods to offload the runtime of unlocking to the locking process.
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